
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ) 

 

I   ORGANIZATIONAL AND TECHNICAL QUESTIONS REGARDING YOUR STAY  

 

 1. What can I eat after 22:00? 

 After 22:00 we offer a room service menu.  The full menu with the price list can be found          

in a separate tab in our mobile app. 

 2. What time do I have to check out? 

The hotel day ends at 12:00.  If you wish to extend your stay, please contact the reception        

(tel. 300).  Extension of the day is payable PLN 25 for one additional hour.  Each time it is 

necessary to consult the possibility of a later check-out with the main reception. 

 3. Where is the nearest grocery store / ATM / exchange office? 

Each of the above-mentioned points is located at Plac Górnośląski, i.e. about 5 minutes on foot 

from the hotel.  It is enough to exit the hotel premises through the gate from Wrocławska Street, 

turn right and head straight to Wielkopolska Street.  Plac Górnośląski is located on the other 

side of the street. 

 4. Where can I smoke? 

You can smoke in front of the Palace / Outbuilding or on the balcony of the Ballroom (1st floor 

of the Palace).  Inside the hotel, it is strictly forbidden to smoke tobacco products and electronic 

cigarettes. 

Failure to comply with the ban may result in a financial penalty of PLN 1,000. 

 5. Why can't my car enter the gate from Wrocławska Street? 

For the sake of the comfort and safety of our guests staying in the Outbuilding, the gate from 

Wrocławska Street has been permanently closed.  Currently, you can reach us by car from 

Folwarczna Street - turning into Inżynierska Street from Wielkopolska Street. 

 6. Is the park available only to hotel guests? 

Everyone can walk along the charming path in the hotel park.  During the day it is also open to 

non-hotel guests.  At the fountain there is a fenced-off part available only for hotel guests and 

those visiting the restaurant and PUB.  Only persons over 16 years of age may stay in this zone. 

 

II   QUESTIONS BEFORE BOOKING OR ON ARRIVAL (REMINDER)  

 

 7. Is the facility adapted to the needs of people with disabilities? 

Our hotel is adapted to the needs of people with disabilities.  At the main door there is a ramp 

for wheelchairs, which can also move freely along internal communication paths and lifts, using 

hotel services.  There is a special toilet on level -1. 



In addition, Gustaw Flaubert's room, located in the Palace, is adapted for people with 

disabilities.  It has no sills or partitions, so you can move around in it without any problems on 

a wheelchairThe room is equipped with an open shower and handrails.  The height of the bed 

is also adapted to wheelchairs.  In addition, there is a button installed in the room that notifies 

the reception desk when a guest needs help. 

Moreover, all rooms in the Outbuilding allow people with disabilities to stay comfortably.           

A lift goes to each floor and the bathrooms have walk-in showers without shower trays. 

8. Is it possible to check in earlier than provided for in the regulations? 

The hotel day in our facility begins at 3:00 p.m. and from that time we guarantee that the room 

will be ready.  Early check-in is subject to room availability and is a free service. 

Please advise your estimated time of arrival, we will make every effort to make your room 

available earlier, but this cannot be guaranteed.  If the room is not ready for you yet, it is not a 

problem for us to take care of your luggage. 

 9. Can I bring my own bike to the hotel?  Where can it be stored? 

We offer you the possibility of free storage of bicycles under the roof - in a closed gazebo next 

to the Palace.  You can leave your equipment in front of the hotel and inform the reception or 

the porter who will take your bikes to the gazebo. 

10. Is the car park on the premises of the hotel guarded? 

Our parking lot is monitored 24/7, and the entrance gate is closed at night, after the arrival of 

all guests. 

11. Do I have to book additional services in Quadrille in advance? 

Our Restaurant, Pub and Spa are also open to outside guests.  Considering your comfort, we 

kindly ask you to book additional services in advance.  This can be done by calling a specific 

department or reception (tel. 300). 

 

III   QUESTIONS ON ARRIVAL 

12. How to get to the SPA from the Outbuilding and the Palace?  Is it necessary to go 

outside? 

 The SPA and the Wellness zone are located directly under the Outbuilding.  To reach them, 

you need to take the elevator or take the stairs to level -1 in the Outbuilding. 

Guests staying in rooms in the Palace do not have to go outside to get to the SPA.  Our buildings 

are connected by an underground corridor, which is located on level -1, opposite to the Pub 

10/6. 

13. What are the opening hours of the Spa zone? 

Quadrille Spa is open 7 days a week.  The A*quadrille zone is open from 8:00 to 22:00, and the 

treatment base from 10:00 to 20:00. 

14. What time should I show up for the scheduled Spa treatment? 



Please arrive at least 10 minutes before the scheduled start time of the treatment in order to 

prepare for it and fill in the consultation card with the therapist / cosmetologist. 

 15. How to prepare for the procedure? 

In case of body treatment, we do not recommend depilation for the last 24 hours and sunbathing 

immediately before the treatment.  If you have an appointment for a facial treatment, please 

refrain from performing invasive facial treatments just before the appointment. 

16. Do I have to take anything with me to the Spa? 

For its part, Quadrille Spa provides the necessary items for free movement in the entire area, 

including a bathrobe, towel, flip-flops, disposable underwear and a shower cap (on request).  

These garments can also be found in the room.  You can change in the room or in the Spa itself.  

Each guest has a locker at their disposal, where they can leave their clothes and shoes. 

17. What are the opening hours of the Biały Królik Restaurant?  By what time can the 

last a la carte order be placed? 

The Biały Królik restaurant is open 7 days a week: from Monday to Saturday from 4:00 p.m. 

to 10:00 p.m., on Sunday from 1:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.  The last a la carte order can be placed at 

least 30 minutes before closing. 

18. How long does the tasting dinner at the "White Rabbit" take and until what time can 

orders be placed? 

Tasting dinner for two, usually about 3 hours. 

We accept reservations for the tasting dinner no later than two hours before the closing of the 

restaurant, that is: Monday-Saturday until 19:30 inclusive, and on Sundays not later than 16:30 

inclusive. 

 

IV   QUESTIONS DURING THE STAY  

19. Who designed the interior of the hotel? 

The interiors of our hotel were designed by Magdalena Czauderna in close cooperation with 

the owners of the facility.  In addition to the Quadrille hotel, Mrs. Magdalena designed, among 

other things, the interior of the court in Gdańsk at ul.  3rd of May. 

20. Who are the hotel owners? 

The owners of the facility are the sisters: Anna Górska and Martyna Górska-Popielarz.  The 

likenesses of the owners can be seen in the paintings displayed in the palace part of the hotel.  

The photo session during which the aforementioned pictures were created was inspired by the 

theme of Alice in Wonderland. 

21. Why can't my children come with me? 

Quadrille is primarily friendly to adults - aware of themselves, curious about the world, oriented 

towards culture and art.  This is definitely a place for people who want to break away from the 

gray of everyday life, in an atmosphere of peace and complete relaxation.  Of course, every 



guest, regardless of their interests, can count on the highest-class service here.  On the other 

hand, the facility, with its consistent policy, definitely encourages business guests or couples 

looking for peace and blissful relaxation.  The hotel also does not have recreational facilities 

for children, such as playgrounds or slides at the pool.  There are many facilities for family 

holidays in the Tri-City - we will be happy to help you choose the right place. 

22. Can I come to you with my pet? 

We do not allow pets in our hotel.  This is due to the concern for the comfort of our guests - 

animals, even those well-mannered, can be noisy and can cause allergies.  In addition, the decor 

of our rooms is not adapted to pets - in a large part of the rooms there are carpets, upholstered 

furniture or wallpapers.  However, if you want to spend time by the sea with your pet, we will 

be happy to help you find a hotel for animals where they could spend time. 

23. What can I see in the area? 

Orłowo is a very picturesque, forested and well-connected district of Gdynia. 

For those interested in the view of the sea, we recommend the nearest beach in Orłowo, where 

the Żeromski House is located, where he wrote his novel "Wind from the Sea" in the summer 

of 1920. The building is now the seat of the Society of Friends of Orłowo, which organizes 

various  exhibitions. There is also a cafe in it. 

Near the Quadrille, there is also a park and palace complex in Kolibki.  In 1677 and 1678, King 

Jan III Sobieski and Queen Marysieńka stayed there. 

For guests who appreciate city views more, we recommend a ride to the centre of Gdynia, for 

example to Kościuszko Square.  Just take the SKM train near the hotel (Gdynia Orłowo station), 

pass two stations and enjoy the developing city infrastructure. 

24. What is the best way to get to the centre of Gdańsk, Sopot and Gdynia? 

There are several convenient ways to get to Gdańsk Śródmieście from our hotel. The first and 

easiest way is to order a taxi from the main reception desk.  The waiting time for a taxi usually 

does not exceed 10 minutes.  Access to Gdańsk will take about 30 minutes, and to Sopot and 

Gdynia - about 10 minutes. 

An equally popular choice is the SKM (Fast Urban Railway).  The closest stop to the hotel is 

"Gdynia Orłowo" - about 10 minutes walk from Quadrille.  SKM goes to the very heart of 

Gdańsk (Gdańsk Śródmieście stop), Sopot (Sopot stop) or Gdynia (Gdynia Główna stop).  Train 

tickets can be purchased on the platform in the ticket machine or on the train itself in the first 

car.  The train runs every 10 or 30 minutes, depending on the day of the week and time of day.  

Getting to the centre of Gdańsk takes 30 minutes, and to Sopot and Gdynia - about 10 minutes. 

Due to heavy traffic and low availability of parking spaces, we do not recommend choosing 

your own car as a mean of transport. 

25. Can I organize a conference / wedding in your palace? 

We have a fully equipped conference room that can accommodate 110 people in a theatre 

arrangement, and an elegant ballroom ideal for cocktails, small meetings, workshops for 30-40 

people. 



We organize wedding receptions for up to 110 people at round tables in three restaurant rooms.  

We do not organize outdoor weddings, but we encourage you to take advantage of our offer of 

weddings in the garden and an outdoor cocktail. 

26. Can I organize a communion / baptism at your place? 

Due to the fact that we are an adult-friendly facility, we do not organize events aimed at people 

under the age of 16. 

27. Is it possible to have a professional photo session on the premises of the hotel? 

For the comfort of our guests, we do not allow professional photo sessions on the premises or 

in its immediate vicinity.  We reserve this option only for couples who organize a wedding 

party with us for a minimum of 60 people - on the day of the event, after prior determination of 

the time and space frames. 

Photo sessions are allowed in the hotel park, as long as they do not interfere with our guests' 

rest. 

28. What are the terms of an exclusive rental of the facility? 

Exclusive rental of the facility is possible when booking all 32 hotel rooms.  However, the rental 

of the above-mentioned accommodation is not exclusive to the bar, restaurant and SPA area. 


